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Introduction 
Let G be a finite group. The aim of this paper is to generalize a well-known 
* result in the cohomology theory of groups, whlc h asserts that if 4 is a natural 
number and A is a Z(G)-module such that, for every prime p and every 
p-subgroup H of G, 
HY+‘(H, A) = H”(H, A) = 0, 
then, for every n 2 q, 
H"(G, A) = 0. 
Our generalization of this fact will be formulated in terms of equivalent classical 
cohomology introduced by Bredon in [ 11. A coefficient system for Bredon 
cohomology theory is defined in [l] to be a contravariant functor A4 : Oz * Ab, 
where Ab is the category of abelian groups and 0, is the category of canonical 
G-orbits. The objects of 0, are the G-orbits of the form G/H, where H is a 
subgroup of G. The morphisms of 0, are the equivariant maps. 
Assume that K is a G-complex, i.e. a CW-complex with a given cellular action 
of G such that, for every subgroup H of (3, the fixed point set KH is a 
CW-subcomplex of K. Then Hk(K, M) is the nth cohomology group of the 
cochain complex C”‘(K, M)“, where C*( K, M) is the Z(G)-module cochain 
complex described in [ 1, Chapter I, 61. 
The neutral element of G will be denoted by e. If K = EG is a universa 
(contractible) free G-complex, then, for every subgroup H of G and rz 2 0, there 
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is an isomorphism 
H”(H, M(Gle)) = H”(C*(EG, M)H). 
Assume now that K is a G-CW-complex ard that H 
be a H-subcomplex of K. We shall consider the 
obtained as the pull-hack (fi product) of two nat 
projection to the orbit space K/G and K’/W-+ 
CW-complex is determined by the G-action on the first coordinate. The ‘classical” 
uniqueness theorem [ 1, Chapter IV, 53 impties that, in the case where K = K”, we 
have isomorphisms 
where d(Gl H) is the permutation H(G)-module on the G-set G/H. 
Let k be a point of K and let M be a subgroup of 6. We shall use the standard 
notation G, = (gfG:gk=k)andK’” = (k E KHz C, # H} . We shall also use 
the notation 
where GP is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following result: 
Theorem 1.1. tel K be a G-complex and let M be a G-coeficient system. Let ti be 
a natural number. Suppose that, for every m 2 n and every subgroup H of G, 
H’;;‘(KH, I?; M) = 0. 
Let G’ be a subgroup of G such that, for every prime p and every p-subgroup H of 
G’ 
H”d(K x KIG KIH, M) = 0, 
whenever n 5 m 5 n + 1+ 4$.,(G’). Then, for a/l m 2 n, 
H;(K x KJG K/G’, M) = 0. 
Let A be an abelian group. Then there exist a G-coefficient system M, such 
that 
H;(-, MA) = H*(-IG, A). 
The next result can be obtained from Theorem 1.1 in the case where M = MA l 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 consists of three main steps. At fir%,t we re 
roblem to the case where G’ is a p-subgroup of G for some prim 
bgroup of G’. By metho s like those in cohomology theory of groups one can 
construct tvp;g natural homomorphisms 
les : H”(C*(K, A#)“‘)-+ H’“(C”(K, M)H). 
car : H”(C*(K, AQH)+ H”(C*(K, A#)‘;‘) 
such that the composition corores is equal to the multiplication by 1 G’IHi. The 
following result is an easy consequence of this fact and can be proved using the 
same arguments as those in [3, Chapter III, lo]. 
Proposition 1.3. Let n be a natural number. 
(i) Assume that (G’IHI is a power of p and that HL(K xKIG KIH, M) is a 
p-group. Then H”,(K xKIG K/G’, M) is also a p-group. 
(ii) If 
HW x K,G K/e, M)=O, 
IG’IH”,(K x KIG K/G’, M) = 0. 
If. additionally, for all prime p and Sylow p-subgroups Gb of G’, 
H:(K ‘K/G’ K/G;, M) = 0, 
f-w-,,, KlG’,M)=O. 0 
Hence, we may assume that G’ is a p-subgroup of G. The next two steps are 
Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. In order to state these results we need the following 
definition. We shall use the notation UH = (uh: u E U, h E Z-i) in the case where 
U and H are subgroups of G. 
Definition 1.4. (i) Let G’ be a subgroup of G. Suppose that H c I-p’ are 
subgroups of G’ and that H is normal in G’. Then 
K(H, H'. G’) = (K,, K,) 
is the pair of subcomplexes of K such that 
K, = U KU, K,\K,, = (k E K: (G, n G’)H = H'} . 
UH-H’ 
(ii) If G” c G,, are p-subgroups of G, then CJ G”, G,,) is the set of all pairs of 
the form K(H, H’, G’) such that 
HCH’CG”LG’cG,,nNH, 
where NH is the normalizer of H in G and G”/H is an elementary abelian 
p-group, i.e. a product of cyclic p-groups Z/p. 
Now we can state two results, which imply Theorem 1.1. In both cases we 
assume that K is a G-complex, M is a G-coefficient system, G,, is a p-subgroup of 
G. 
Theorem 1.5. Let n be a natural number. Suppose that, for every subgroup G” of 
G,, and every element (K,, K,,) of C,(G”. Go), 
(0 H;‘I(K Q,(; (K,, K,,); M) = 0, 
whenever m 1: n, and 
(ii) HyJ(K xh’/(; (K,, K,,) /G”; M) = 0, 
whenever m = n,n + 1. Then, for all m 2 n ar:d aN (K,, K,,) E C,(G”, G,,), 
H;;(K x,&K,, K,,)/G"; M)= 0. 
Theorem 1.6. Let n be a natural number. Suppose that the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) The group 
H;;(K x..,; K(e, H, G'); M) 
is a p-group whenever H c G’ c G,,. n + $(G’) 5 m 5 n + 1 + 4$(G,,). 
(ii ) For every m such that n 5 m 5 n + 1 + 4t,(G,,) and for every H c Go, 
H;;(K x, <; KIH,M)=O. 
H;;(K x /,. (; K(H. H', G,,)IG": $4) = o , 
whenever K( H, 1Y ‘, i?,) E C,( G”, G,,) and 
n + $(G,,j 5 m 5 n + 1 + 2$(G,,) - l,(H’IH) . 
As an example of a G-complex K, which satisfies the assumptions (i) of the 
theorems above, we can take EF X K,,, where K,, is a finite-dimensional G- 
complex and EF is a classifying space for a family F of subgroups of G [4]. 
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we discuss some 
elementary properties of Bredon cohomology groups. Section 3 contains proofs of 
the main results of this paper. Using the results of this paper, we shall prove in [6] 
the following fact: 
Proposition 1.7. Let n be a natural number. Suppose that, for every prime p, every 
p-subgroup H of G and m 2 n, 
Assume that there is a natural number q such that, for every prime p, q 1: 
n + 4$(G), and for every p-subgroup H of G, 
H4,(K xk’,o K/H, M)=O= Hr’(K x~,<; K/H, M). 
Then, for every subgroup H of G and m 2 n, 
KXK x K/G K/H, M)=O. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we shall assume that G is a finite group and that K is a 
G-complex. Let H be a subgroup of G and let K’ be a H-subcomplex of K. We 
shall describe some properties of Bredon cohomology groups of G-complexes of 
the form K xKIG K’IH. In particular, we shall discuss some connections between 
vanishing of the cohomology groups H’ll_( K x K,. (K *, K& M) for various sub- 
groups H of G and appropriate H-subcomplexes K, and K,, of K. 
We now recall the definition from [ 1, Chapter I, 61. Let M : 0:; ---) Ab be a 
G-coefficient system. Then 
C”(K, M) = n M(GIG,) , 
sES,,K 
where S,,K is the G-set of all n-cells of K. The group G acts on C”(K bf) 
in such a way that if m = (ms).5ES,,K E C”(K, M) and g E G, then gm = 
(M(y,)m,-,,),,,,,,, where 7, : G/G,-+ G/g-‘G,g is the G-map such that 
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y,(G,J = g( g-‘GJ). The different1 ‘z:s of the cochain complex C*(K, M) are 
induced 1,) the differentials of C*(k’:z). 
Assume now that K’ is a H-subcomplex of K. In this case, we can construct the 
Z( H )-module cochain complex 
where 
C*(K’, M) = C”(K, M)X”(K, K’; M), 
C*(K, K’; M) = ((m,): m, = Ofor s E S,,K’j . 
Proposition 2.1. (i) Suppose that n is a natural number. Then there is an 
isomorphism 
H’f;(K x h’,(; K’IH, M)--, H”(C*(K’, M)H). 
(ii) Let H” be a subgroup of H. Assume that K” is cl H”-subcomp;ex of K’ and 
that, for every point k of K’\K”, H”(G, fl H) = H. Thez the natural map 
H;(K xKIG (K’, K”)IH; M)-+ H;(K xKI(; (K’, K”)lH”; M) 
is nn isomorphism. 
Proof. Let 
7: K+KqiGKIH 
be the C-W-map such that, for every point k of K, T(k) = (k, [k]). This map 
induces the cochain complex map 
P(K)): C*(K xKICi K’IH, M)-, C*(K’, M) . 
It is easy to check that P(K’) gives us an isomorphism between the G-invariants 
and the H-invariants of the appropriate cochain complexes. Thus the assertion (i) 
is proved. 
The Z(H)-module C”( K’, M) is isomorphic to the direct product 
l--I Z\SlH f-1 G,)@ M,,(GIG,) , 
[SpES,,K”H 
where M,,( G/G,) is a trivial Z( H j-module, which, as an abelian group I is equal to 
bI(GIG,). The assertion (ii) now follows from the fact that there is an iso- 
morphism 
C”( K’, M )‘I’ = fl Z(H”\(H/H n G,))@ M,,(GIG,). Cl 
[\]E.S,,K” // 
roposition 2.2. Assume that M is a G-coejjficient system such that, for every point 
k of K’, the structural map M( Gl G, ) -3 M( G/G, n H ), induced by the irtrhsion 
G, n H c G, , is an isomorphism. Then there are isomorphisms 
H;(K ‘K,C; K’IH, M)= HG(K’, MiH) = HE(G X, K’, M) , 
where iH : 0, --j 0, is the canonical functor induced by the inclusion H c G. 
Proof. The first isomorphism is a consequence of Proposition 2.1 and the fact that 
in this case the Z(H)-m’odule cochain complexes C*(K’, M) and C*(K’, M$,) are 
the same. The existence of the second isomorphism is a well-known result, which 
can be obtained from [ 1, Chapter IV, 51. Cl 
The following fact is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2: 
Corollary 2.3. Assume that, for every point k of K’, the isotropy group G, is a 
subgroup of H. Then 
HEW x K/G K’IH, M) = HT;(G x, K’, M). Cl 
In order to prove the main results of this paper, we shall consider cohomology 
groups of certain pairs of subcomplexes of K, which will be indexed by sets of 
subgroups of 5. A set R of subgroups of G will be called proper if the conditions 
Ho C H, C H2 and Ho,H2 E R imply that H, E R. We confine our consideration 
only to proper set of subgroups. In this case we use the notation K(R) = (K,(R), 
K,,(R)) - where 
K,(R)= KR = U KH and K,(R)\K,,(R) = {k E K: G, E R} . 
HER 
The group G acts on the set All of all subgroups of G by conjugation. If R is a 
proper H-subset of All, then K(R) is a pair of H-subcomplexes of K. The main 
examples, which we use in this paper, are pairs of subcomplexes of K indexed by 
triples of subgroups of G., 
Examples 2.4. (i) Assum.e that H, H’ and G’ are subgroups of G such that 
HcH’EG’nNH. Let 
R = R,(H, H’, G’) = (U c G: (U n G’)H = H’} . 
Then 
K(R)= ( U K”. U . 
UH-H’ lJcci* 
UH#H'-(UnH')H 
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It is easy to check that 
K(R,(H, H’, G’)) = K(H, H’. G') . 
If G, is a subgroup 
GO-subcomplexes of K. 
(ii) En particular, 
of NH f~ NH’n NC’, then K(H, H’, G’) is a pair of 
K(e, H, G) = (K”, K’H), 
K(H, H, G) = (K. u Ku), 
UH#H 
K(H, H, H) = (K,O) . 
The following facts wiii be used in the proofs of the main results. 
Lemma 2.5. Assume that H 6 H’ c G’ n NH z G and that 6;’ is a p-subgroup of 
G. 
(i) Let t$( H’ ) be the Frattini subgroup of H’, i.e. the intersection of all proper 
maximal subgroups of H’ (see [S]). Then 
K(H4(H’), H’, G’) = K(H, H’, G') . 
In particular, 
K(+(H), H, G) = (KH, K’H). 
(ii) If H is a normal subgroup of G’, then 
K(H, H’, G’) = K(H, H’, NH’ n G') . 
(iii) If H is a normal subgroup of G’ and G’lH is an abelian group, then 
K(H, H, G’) = K(H, H, G’(H)), 
where G’(H) is the subgroup of G’ such that H c G’(H) and G’(H) IH is the 
greatest elementary abelian p-subgroup of G’IH. 
Proof. (i) This assertion is a consequence of the fact that if II is a subgroup of 
H’, then (b(H’)U = H’ if and only if U = H’. 
(ii) Suppose that UC G’ and (0 n NH’)H = H’. We have to show that 
VH = H’. We shah use the fact that if F is a finite p-group and P’ is a subgroup of 
9, then It;llrJ’ (i.e. the normalizer of P’ in P) is equal to P if and only if P = P’. In 
our case, NlvuH’ = VH n NH’ = (V n NH’)H = H’. Hence VH = H’. 
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(iii) iet U be a subgroup of G’. It is easy to check that (UH) n G’(H) = I+ if 
and only if UH = H and this yields the result. Cl 
As immediate consequence of Proposition 2.l(ii). we obtain the foIlowing fact: 
Corollary 2.6. Assume that 
HCH&H’cG’nNHEG. 
Then 
H;( K x K,C; K(H, H’, G’)IH; M) = H;(K xk’,(; K(H, H’, G’)IH,,; M) . 
In particular, 
H;(G xH, K(H, H’, G); M) == H;(K xKIG K(H, H’, G)IH,,; M) . 
cl 
Our next goal is to study the Bredon cohomology groups of pairs of sub- 
complexes of K, which are indexed by subgroup sets with the following property: 
Definition 2.7. Assume that H C G’ C G and that R is a proper set of subgroups 
of G. We shall say that R is (H, G’)-complete if all elements of K are subgroups 
of NH and 
R= U R,(H, U G’) . 
UER. USC’ 
If R is a (H, G’)-complete set of subgroups of G, then we define 
d(R, H, G’) = max{lH’HIHI: H’ E R, H’c G’} . 
Pmposition 2.8. Suppose that R is a (H, G’)-complete G”-set of subgroups of G 
and that G”c NH. Let m be a natural number. 
(i) SuppG:e that 
H;(K x K,G .Y(H, H’, G’) /G” n NH’; M) = 0 , 
wheneverH%RandHcH’CG’. Then 
H;;(K xKic; K(R)IG”; M) = 0. 
(ii ) Suppose that 
H:(K XK,(; K(R)!G”; M) == 0 
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H;“(K x //,(; K(H, H’, G’)IG”n NH’; M) = 0, 
whenever H, E R, H c H’C G’ and IH’IHI < d(R, H, G’). Then, for every H’ E 
R, the conditions H c H, c G’ and IH’IH( = d(R, H, G’) imply that 
H;(K xKIG K(H, H’, 6,) /G’, n NH’; M) = 0. 
Proof. Let 
R,, = (H’E RZH’C G,, IH’HIHJ = n> , B,,=(H’ER,,:HCH’), 
F ,,_l=(~,~~: H’~G,,(H,HIH(<~}. 
Suppose that n = d(R, H, G,). Then there exists an exact sequence of Z(G”)- 
module cochain complexes 
O-, C*(K(F,j_,), M)-, C”(K(R), M)+ C*(K(R,J, M)-,O. 
We shall use induction on d(R, H, G’). If n = 0, then K(R) = K(H, H, G’). NOW, 
assume that the result is true for all R’ such that d(R’, H, G’) < n. It is clear that 
d(F,, _. 1, H, G’) < n and that 
,*‘I( K(R,J, M)“” = @ 
[H’]EB,,lG” 
C”‘(K(H, H,, G,), M)““‘““O . 
We can now consider the long exact sequence of cohomology groups induced by 
the short exact sequence described above. The result is an immediate con- 
sequence of Proposition 2.1 and the inductive hypotheses. Cl 
The following corollary can be easily obtained from Proposition 2.8 and 
therefore its proof will be omitted. 
Corollary 2.9. Assume that 
H,,cH,cH,CNH,,nNH,nG’EG and 
G”, NH,, n NH, n NH2 n G’ 6 G . 
Let m be a natural number. 
( i ) Suppose that 
H;;(K x,,, K(H,,, H’, G’)/G”n NH’; M) = 0, 
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whenever H’ is a subgroup of G such that H’H, = H, and H,, c H’ C H,. Then 
H;(K x K/G K(H,, Hz, G’)IG”; M)=O. 
(ii) Suppose that for all subgroups H’ of G satisfying the conditions H’ H, = H,, 
Ho c H’ C H,, H’ # Hz, we have 
H”,(K x KIG K(H,, H,, G’) /G”; M) 
=()=H;“(Kx K,G K(H,, H’, G’j/G”n NH’; M). 
Then 
H;(K ’ KIG K(Ho, Hz, G’)/G”; M)=O. Cl 
Corolla1 y 2.10. Let G’ be a subgroup of G and let H be a normal subgroup of G ‘. 
Suppose that 
H”,(K 'K/G K(H, H’, G’)lH’; M) = 0, 
whenever H C H’ C G ‘. Then 
H”,(K 'K/G K/H, M)=O. 
In particular, if ;H is a norma! subgroup of G and 
H”,(G x,,, K(H, H’, G); M) = 0, 
whenever H C H’ C G, then -. 
‘l:tK 'K/G KIH,M)=O. 
Proof. This result is a consequent, 0 of Corollary 2.9, Proposition 2.l(ii) and 
Corollary 2.3. Cl 
Corollary 2.11. Let 6’ be a p-subgroup of G. Suppose that one of the following 
conditions holds : 
(i) For every subgroup H of G’ 
H:(K ’ KIC K(e, H, G’); M) = 0. 
(ii) For every subgroup H of G 
H”(KH, H’H; M(GIH)) = 0. 
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Then, for every subgroup H(, of G ’ and every element (K, , K,,) of C,( H,, , G’ ), 
H;(K x h’lti (K,. K(,); M) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that condition (i) holds. Then the result is an immediate con- 
sequence of CoAlary 2.10. In the case where (ii) is true, we can use Example 
2.4(ii) and Proposition 2.8 because 
HI;;(K x k’,c; (KH, K’H); M) = H*(KH. 
In our further considerations, we shall use the 
tions. Let G’ be a subgroup of G and let R be a 
subgroups of G. Then 
T(K, G,) = {G’ n G,: k E K) , 
K ‘H; M(GIH)). Cl 
following notations and defini- 
proper (e. @‘)-complete set of 
R(K,G,)=(HET(K,G’): K”CK,(R)= 
We shall use the notation H, C H’, if H’ C, H” and Z-I’ # H”. If H is an element of 
R(K, G’), then 
S”(H) = S;(R, H, G’) 
= {(Ho, H,, . . .,H,,)ER(K,G’)“+‘:H,,cH,c=~=cH,=H}, 
D(H) = D,(R, H, G’) = max{n: S”(H) # 8) , 
D(R) = D,(R, G’) = max( D,(R, H, G’): H c G’} . 
Proposition 2.12. Let R and G’ be as above. Let n be a natural number greater 
than D(R). Assume that G” is a subgroup of G and that R is a G’ket. Suppose that 
one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) Hz(K x bc!G KHJG”n NH, M) = 0, whenever HE R(K, G’) and n - 
D(H)rmln. 
(ii) Hz(K x.,,, G,‘K”lG”, M) = 0, whenever HE R(K, G’) and n - D(H) 5 
m r=_ n. 
Then 
H;;(K X~ (; K(R)IG”, M) = 0. 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on D(R). The case where D(R) = 0 is 
obvious. Suppose that D(R) - y and that the result is true for all (e, G’)-complete 
G”-sets R’ such that D( R’) < q. Let 
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C(H)=(UcG:HcU}, C,(H)={U~G:HCU~-IG’). 
R,, = u C(H)nR, R,= U C,(H)nR. 
HEB HEB 
One can easily check that there is an isomorphism 
H;(K xk’,<; K(RjlG”, Mj = H;(K xii,<; K(R,,)IG’: Mj . 
There exist two long exact sequences of the form 
. . .+ A”-’ -+ H;(K XKIG K(R,,)lG”, M)d D”+ A”-, . . . 
where, in the case (i), 
Aft-1 = @ H;-‘(K x 
[HJEBIG” 
k’io K(C,(H))IG”n NH, Mj. 
D” = H”,(K ’ KIG K(R,)IG”, M) 
[H]EBIG” 
H;(Kx K,o KHIGtt n NH, Mj 
and, in the case (ii)? 
A”-’ = @ 
[HjEBIG” 
HnG_‘(K xKIG K(G”C,(H))IG”, M) , 
D” = H;(K XKIG K(R,)IG”, Mj 
The result now 
@ @ 
[HJEBIG” 
H;(K XK,o G”K*lG”, M) . 
follows from the inductive hypotheses. q 
Proposition 2.13. Let G’ be a p-subgroup of G and let H and G” be subgroups of 
G ’ such that H c G” C NH. Suppose that R is a proper (H, G' j -complete G”-set of 
subgroups of G. Let n be a natural number. Suppose that, for every Ho E R 
contained in .G’, 
H:;(K ’ KIG K(H’. H’, G’jlG’T? N’H”; Mj =O, 
whenever H c H’ c H,, and n 5 m 5 n + $(H,,IH’). Then 
H;(K x KlG K(R)IG”; M) = 0 l 
Proof. We shall use the notation 
d(R, H’) = max{ &P(H,,IH’): H,, E R, H’ C H,, C G’) 
in the case where the set (H,, E R: H’ C H, C G’} is not empty. Let d(R) = 
d(R, If). We shall proceed by induction on d(R). If d(R) = 0, then K(R) = 
K(H, H, G’). 
Suppose now, that the result holds for all R,, such that 6( R,,) < 6(R). Let 
n(R) = q and 
B=(H’ER:HCH’CG’,d(R,H’)=O}, 
F’ = (H’ E R: H’ c G’, ci(R, H’H) > 0) , - 
F= \UER:U~G’EF’). 
It is obvious that ti’( F) c q. There exists an exact sequence of cochain complexes 
O-, @ 
IH’]ER!G” 
C*@‘(F(H, H”)), M)“‘*+ C*+ C*(K(R), M)““+O, 
where 
c* = C”(K(F), M)“” OB @ 
IH’IEB’C;” 
C*(K(H’, H’, G’), M)G”nNH’ , 
F(H,H’)=(UcG:(UnG’)~H’,(UnG’)HzH}. 
The set F(N, H’) is proper and (H, G’)-complete. It is clear that 6(F(H, H’)) < 
q. We can now use the long exact sequence of cohomology groups induced by the 
short exact sequence described above to obtain the result. Cl 
&wltary 2.14. Let G’ be a p-subgroup of G and let H be n normal subgroup of 
G’. Suppose that 
H;;(K x k’,c; K(H’, H’, #G’)/G”; M) = 0, 
whenever H ‘. G” are subgroups G’ such that H+(G”) c H’ C G” and 
n5m5nS $( 
oof . oposition 2.13 imp 
X K <; K(H4(G”), 6’: G’)lG”: Ml) = 0. 
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Now, the result follows from Corollary 2.10 and Lemma 2.5. 0 
Corollary 2.15. Let G be a finite p-group. Suppose that H is a normal subgroup of 
G and that 
H;(G x c;en K(H’, H’, G”); M) = 0 , 
whenever H4(G”) C, H’ C G” C G and n (: m 5 n + $ (G”/ H ’ ). Then 
HXK x k’lc; K/H, M) = o. 
Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of Corollaries 2.14 and 2.3. 0 
3. Main results 
We shall assume that G is a finite group, K is a G-complex and A4 : 07 ---, Ab is 
a G-coefficient system. We begin this section with studying connections 
between vanishing of cohomology groups of the form Hg(K X K,C; (K,, K,,)IG”; 
M) for various subgroups G” of G. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that one of the following conditions holds: 
(CY) H,H’ are p-subgroups of G and H C H’. 
( p) H’ is a subgroup of G and H is a norma/ subgroup of H’ such that H’IH is 
a p-group. 
Let (K, , K,,) be a pair of H’-subcomplexes of K which has the property that, for 
every point k of K,\K,,, 
G,f-IH=G,nH’. 
Let n be a natural number. 
(i) If, for m = n,n + 1, 
HEW x tc!c; (K,, K,,)JH’; M) = (1 
and Hyi(K x kIG (K,, K,,) JH; M) is LI p-group, then 
HW x h’! (; (K,, E,,)JM: M) = 0. 
(ii) lf, for n (: m 5 n + 2, 
lq@x&K,, K,,)/H’;M)=O, 
roof. There exists a sequence of subgroups of G 
such that, for every j = 0, . . . , q - 1, the group HI is a normal subgroup of Hj+, 
and H,_,/H, = H lp, Hcncc it is sufficielnt to consider only the case where 
‘IH = Z lp. because by Proposition 1.3 we can apply an obvious induction on 
4 rLl’J&~) IX. 
I’ \I1 . 1 lrlis suppose that cP(H’i’H) = 1. In order to simplify the notation, let 
C* = C*( I<,, K,); M)H . 
The group Z/p = H ‘/ H acts on C* in such a way that 
((y)’ P = C”(K,, K,,; M)H’ . 
Let I be a generator of k/p and let T be the automorphism of C* induced by C. 
The assumption that G, I7 H = G, n H’, for all points of K, \ Ko, yields that, 
for every 1712 0. C”’ is a direct product of Z(Z lp)-modules of the form 
Z(Z /p) 8 M,,(GiG,), where A JG/Gx ) is a trivial Z( Z lp)-module. Hence there 
1s an exact sequence of cochain complexes 
where N = P-1 j =o 7’. This sequence gives us two short exact sequences which 
induce two long sequences of cohomology groups. Hence it is obvious that if, for 
I?1 = tr,tz + l.tr + 2, 
H’,;(K x,,, (K,. K&H; M) = 3, 
then 
H:;(K X, <; (K,, K,,)IH’; M) = H;;&‘(K x k’ (; (K,, K,,)/ 
us assertion (ii) is proved. 
The assumption that. for m = CM t 1, 
HZ(K x h’,G (K,, K,,)lH’; M) = 0. 
implies that the endomorphism of ~~~(~ xh’,(; (K,. K,,)/N; M). whi 
by the map id - 7, is in fact an epimorphism for nl = FZ and a mono 
i?l = w - 1. Now assertion (i) follows from the results of [3, Chapter VI, 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that G is a p-grip and H is a subgroup of G. Let K 64 a 
G-comple.~* such that, for every pa& k of K, G, c H. 
(i) If, for m = n.n + 1, H?,f(G X,, K, ?I) is a p-group and 
H;;( K, M) = 0, 
then 
(ii) If, for rn 2 n, 
H;(G q, K, M) = 0 = H;+‘(K, M) = H’t;(K, M) , 
then, for m 2 n, 
H;(K, M) = 0. 
Proof. Statement (i) fclitiws from Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 3.1 (i). Statement 
(ii) follows from Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 3.1 (ii). IJ 
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a finite group and let H,G’,G” be subgroups of G such 
that H C G’ c 6” R NH. Suppose that, for every subgroup H’ of G such that 
H C HI c G’, the following two conditions hold: 
(i) Hz(K xKIG K(H. H’, G’)lH; M) = 0, fbr m 2 n. 
(ii) Hg( X x k’iC; K(H, H’, G’) /G” n N,, H’; M) = 0, whenever m = n,n + 1, p ic 
a prime and N,,H’ is a subgroup of NH’ such that H’C N,,H’ and N,H’IH’ is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of NH ‘I H ‘. l’hen, for m 2 11, 
;;( K x k’ <; K/G”, M) = 0 . 
ption (i) and Corollary 2.6 yield ltrlat 
H:(K x K:c; K(H, H’, G’)lH’; M) I- 0, 
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whenever H c H’ C G’ and m r: n. From Propcsitions 1.3 and 3.1, we obtain that 
H”,(K *k.fG K(H, H’, G’)/G”n NH’; M) = 0, 
whenever nz z= n. Now the result follows from Corollary 2.9(i). 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let G be a finite p-group and /es H be a normal subgroup of G. 
Suppose that if H C H ’ c G, then, for m 2 n, 
H”d(G x,, K(H, H’, G); M) = 0 
and 
H;(G x.,1 K(H, H’, G); M) = 0, 
f or m = n,n f 1. Then, for m z-n, 
H”d(K, M) = 0. 
Proo?. This result follows immediately from Corollary 3.3. Cl 
Corollary 3.5. (i) Let G’ be a subgroup of G. Suppose that, for every prime p, 
every Sylow p-subring G b of G’ and every subgroup H of G L, 
H:(K ‘KIG K(e, H, G’); M) = 0, formzn, 
H:tK Xk’lG K(e,H,G’)/GbnNH;M)=O, form=n,n+l. 
Then, for m 2 n, 
H:(K x K/G K/G’; M) = 0. 
(ii) Suppose that, for every subgroup H of G and every prime p, 
H”‘(K*, K’*; M(GIH))=O, formzn, 
H”‘~Homp~~p~i~~ (C,W*, K’*; Z); M(GIH))) = 0, 
f arm = n,n -I- 1 , 
where N,HIH is a Sylow p-subgroup of NHIH. Then, for m 2 n, 
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Proof. (i) Corollai-y 3.3 implies that, for even? Sylow p-subgroup GE’ of G and 
m 2 n, 
H;(K xKiG KiGp,_M j=O. 
Now it is sufficient to apply Corollary 2.9 and Proposition 1.3. 
(ii) It is obvious that 
H”‘(homE(NpH ,,., (C,(X”, K ‘H; Z); M(GIH)) 
= H;(K xKIG K(e, H, G)IN,H; 84). 
The result follows now from Corollary 3.3. Cl 
We need the following notation. Let p be prime number. Then 
SJG) = BP@, K) = max{ D&All, Gp n G,, G,): k E K} , 
where All is the set of all subgroups of G and Gp is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. The 
number D,(All, H, G,) was defined before Proposition 2.12. We shall also use 
the notation 
g(G) = B(G, K) = max{sJG): p E P> , 
where P is the set of all prime numbers. 
Corollary 3.6. Let G” be subgroup of G and let n be a natural nrlmber greater than 
9(G”). Suppose that, for every prime p and every Syiow p-subgroup GL, . 
HE(K xKIG KH, M) = 0, 
whenever H c Gi and m 2 n - D,(All, H, Gi), and 
H:(K ’ KIG KH/G; n NH, M) = 0, 
whenever H C G’I, and n -I- 1~ m 2 n - D,(All, H, G;). Then, for m zz n, 
ww x KIG K/G’:, M) = 0. 
Proof. This result follows from Proposition 2.12 and Corollary 3.5(i). Cl 
In the next results, we shall use the notation 
T(K)={G,:kEK}, D(H) = D,(All, H, G) . 
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Corollary 3.7. Suppose that G is a p-group. Let 
M:Oz+A - Mod be a G-coeficient system. 
(i) Let n be a natural number greater than 
HE T(K), if m 2 n - D(H), then 
H”(K”, A) = 0 , 
andifn+I=mrn-D(H),then 
H;(GKH, M) = 0. 
Then, for m ‘L: n, 
H”d(K, M) = 0. . 
(ii) Let G be a finite abelian p-group and let n 
A be a comnutative ring and let 
9(G). Suppose that, for every 
be a natural number greater than 
max{C,(H): HE T(K)). Suppose that, for every HE T(K), 
H”‘(KH, A) = 0 , 
whenever m 2 n - $,(H), and 
H”d(KH, M) = 0, 
whenever n -I- 1~ m 2 n - $_(H). Then, for m 2 n, 
Hz(K, M) = 0. 
Proof. Statement (i) is a consequence of Corollaries 2.12 and 3.5(ii). Ass..-rtion 
(ii) follows immediately from (i), and from the fact that D(H) 5 $,(H). Cl 
Corollary 3.8. Let G be a cyclic p-group and let n be a natural number such that, 
for every subgroup of G and every m z+ n - 1, 
HtP1(KH, K’H; M(GIH)) = 0. 
Suppose that, for m = n,n + 1, 
H”d(K, M) = 0. 
Then 
H”,(K, M) = 0, 
whenever m Z- n. 
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Proof. We shall use the induction on 1 GI. The case G = e is obvious. Now assume 
that the result is true for all proper subgroups of G. The assumptions imply that, 
for m 22 n, 
H;(K, M) = H;(K, KG; M) 
H:‘“(K”, M) = H”‘(KC, M(GIG)) . 
Let G’ be the greatest prapcr subgroup of G. Then, from Proposition 1.3, and 
Corollaries 2.3 and 2.11 we obtain that, for m 2 n, Hg(G x,. (K, KG); M) is a 
p-group. Hence by Corollary 3.2(i) and Proposition 2.2, for ~12 =IZ,~Z + 1, 
H"d,(K, KG; M&e) = 0 . 
The result follows now from the inductive hypotheses and from Corollary 
3.2(ii). Cl 
Corsllary 3.9. Let A be an abelicn group. Let n be a natural number greater than 
max,,,($(G)). A ssume that, for every prime p and every p-subgroup H of G, 
H”(Kn, A) = 0 , 
whenever m 1 n - 1 - [r(H). Suppose that one of the following conditions holds 
for every prime p and every Sylow p-subgroup GP of G. 
(i) H”(KHIGP n NH, A) = 0, whenever H C GP and n - [JH) 5 m 5 n + 1. 
(ii) Hm(GPKHIGP, A) = 0, whenever H C Giand n - $(H) 5 m 5 n + 1. 
(iii) The group GP is cyclic and, for m =-n,n + 1, H”‘( Kl GP, A) = 0. 
Then, for m 1 n, 
H’“(KIG, A) = 0. 
Proof. Assertion (i) is a consequence of Corollary 3.6 and Propositions 2.2 and 
1.3. Statement (ii) follows from Propositions 1.3, 2.2 and 2.12 and Corollary 
3S(ii). Assertion (iii) can bv + obtained from Propositions 1.3, 2.2 and 2.12 and 
Corollary 3.8. El 
Exampks 3.10. (i) Let G be a finite group and let N be a H(G)-module. We shall 
use the notation 
HT&(K, N) = H”‘(Hom,,,,(C,(K x EG, Z), N)) . 
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Suppose that K is a G-complex such that, for m 2 n, 
H”(K, Z) = 0. 
Le 
whenever p is a prime, GP is a Syiow p-subgroup of G and m = n,n + 1. Then 
Corollary 3.5(i) implies that, for m 2 n, 
HF&( K, N) = 0 . 
(ii) Let F b e a family of subgroups of 6, i.e. a G-set set of subgroups of G, 
which is closed under the operation of taking subgroups (a proper G-set contain- 
ing e). Let EF be a classifying space for F which was considered in [4]. Then 
Z ifq=OandHEF, 
Hq(EFH9 ‘) = {() otherwise . 
Let Ft,2 = (Ho,. . . , HI} be the set of all maximal elements of F. There is a 
G-complex EF such that, for every point k of K, G, = Hi, fl l l l Cl Hip, where 
{ 
. 
I,, - * 9, i,} is a subset of the set (0,. . . , t). One can easily check that, for any 
proper set R of subgroups of G, D&R) 5 t. For a subgroup H of G, by F(H) we 
will denote the family of subgroups of G such that 
F(H), = {Hi ~ F,: H C Hi) . 
It is clear that EFH = FF(H). 
(iii) Suppose now that G is an abelian group and that JZ > t. If, for every 
subgroup H of G and every m such that rz 5 m 5 n -f- t + 1, we have 
HE(EF(H), M) = 0, 
then Corollary 3.7 implies that, for m 2 n, 
H”d(EF, M) = 0. 0 
Now we can prove one of the results stated in the first section. 
oof of Theorem 1.5. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1.5 hold. We 
have to prove that, for m 2 ~1, 
H”,(K x KIG K(H, Ht. G’)/G”; M) = 0, 
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whenever H C H’ c G” C G’ c Go n NH and G”/fi is an elementary abelian 
p-group. We shall proceed by induction on $,(G’) and then on f’(H’). If H’ = e, 
then the results follows from Proposition 3.1, because k E K(c, e, G’) if and only 
if G’ n G, = e. 
Suppose now that the result is true for all proper subgroups H” of H’. If H’ is 
not a normal subgroup of G, then we can apply induction on $(G’) because, by 
Lemma 2S(ii), 
K(H, H’, G’) = K(H, H’, t-3’ n NH’). 
Hence suppose that H’ is a normal subgrouT of G’. We shall use the fact that if 
G” is a p-group and H is a subgroup of G”, then 4(G”), the Frattini subgroup of 
G”, is a subgroup of H if and only if H is a normal subgroup of G” and G”lH is an 
elementary abelian p-group. Thus K(H, H’, G’) E C,( 5;‘: G,) if and only if 
+(G’) C H C H’ C G’C G’ C G, n NH. Suppose now that H” is a proper sub- - - 
group of H’ suchthat +(H ‘) c H”. Then the inductive hypotheses imply that, for 
m 2 n, 
H:(K XKIG K@(H’), H”, G’)/H’; M) = 0 . 
By Lemma 2.5(i) we obtain that 
H”,(K %lG K(+(H’), H’, G’)IH’; M) 
= H;(K xKIC K@(H’), H’, G’); M) . 
Assumption (i) of Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 2.9 yield 
H”,(K x K/G K(H, H’, ti’); M) = 0. 
To complete a proof it is sufficient to apply Proposition 
In the case where G, is an abelian p-subgroup of 
following result: 
that, for m 1 n, 
3.1. 0 
G, one can prove the 
Proposition 3.11. Let n be a natural number. Assume that G,, is an abelian 
p-subgroup of G. Suppose that the following two conditions 
0 i H”d(K ‘,,, K(H,H,G”);M)=O, formzn, 
( ) ii H”,(K x KIG K(H, H, G”)/G”; M) = 0, form = n,n + 1 . 
hold whenever +(G”) c H c G” c G,. Then 
H;(K x K,G K(H, H, G’)IG”; M) = 0, 
whenever m L: n and b(G”) C H c G” c G’ c G,,. 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on fp( G,,) and then on k”(H). If H = e, 
then the result is a consequence of Proposition 3.1. Suppose now that the result is 
true for all proper subgroups of G,. By Lemma 2S(iii) we have that 
K(H, H, G,) = K(H, K G,(H)). 
The group #(GO) is a subgroup of H if and only if G,(H) = GO. Hence it is 
sufncient to consider only the case where 6’ = G,. Assumption (i) and Proposi- 
tion 1.3 yield that HG(K X K,c; K(H, H, G&G”; M) is a p-group, whenever 
m 2 n and #(GO) C H C G” G GO. From assumption (ii) and Proposition 3.1 we - - 
obtain that, for m = n,n + 1, 
H”d(K x KIG K(H, H, G,)/G”; M) = 0. 
Suppose 
m 2 fl, 
now that the result is true for all proper subgroups of H. Thus, for 
H:(K x K,G K(H', H’, G,) IH; M) = 0 , 
whenever 4(H) c H’ c H and H’ # H. From assumption (i), Proposition 2.13 
and Lemma 2.5(i) we obtain that, for m 2 tz, 
H:(K XKIG &b(H), H, G,,)IH; M) = 0. 
From Proposition 2.13 and Corollary 2.9(i) it follows that, for m 2 n, 
H;(K x K,G K(H, H, G,)IH; M) = 0. 
Now we can use Proposition 3.1 to end the proof. Cl 
Proposition 3.11 will be used in a proof of a specialization of Theorem 1.1 in 
the case where G’ is an abelian group. The following result is the first step in our 
proof of Theorem 1.6. 
Proposition 3.12. Let n be a natural number. Assume that H is a subgroup of G 
and that G, id a p-subgroup of G such that +(G,) c H c Go c NH. Suppose that 
=Hg(K x K,G K(W, H’, G’)IG’, M) is a p-group, whenever H 6 H’ c G’ c G, and 
n 5 m 5 n + W,{H’IH) + $(G,/G’). Let 
H;(K x ,v,G K/H’, M) = @ , 
whenever H c H’ g G, and n 5 m 5 n + $(G,IH) -I- ie,(H’, H). Then 
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H;(K xKIG K(H',H', G')/G';M) =O, 
whenever H c H'c G'C G, and n 5 m 5 n + 2$_,(H'IH)+ $(G,,/G'). 
Proof. We shall use induction on $,( G,) and then on 4”( GO/ H ). The case GO = H 
is obvious. Thus assume that G, Z- H. Let G” be a maximal proper subgroup of G, 
such that H c G" and let H" be a subgroup of GO such that H" n G" = H and 
H”lH = Up. Let 
c* = C*(K(H,H,G,);M)G". 
The group Z(Z/p) = Z(G,/G”) acts on C* in such a way that 
* cc 1 '@= C"(K(H,H, G,);M)GO. 
There is an exact sequence of cochain complexes 
o-*(C*)z’P+ C*-S c*-z (C*)z’P,o ) 
where N = c y:i 7’ and r is induced by the operation by the generator t of GJG”. 
Let 
B” = C*(K(H", H", G,);M)G", D* = C*(K(H, H, .ff);M)G", 
A*= c*I(cyp . 
There are equivariant inclusions C* + B * + D*. If 
then if is easy to check that 
D*lC*= fB C*(K(H,U,G,);M)G‘" 
I/Ed 
and that B/p acts trivially on this Z-module. Hence we have isomorphisms 
A*= C*/(C*)z’p = B*/(B*)“p = D*,l(D*:)“p . 
This implies that 
D*= B” -I- (D*)“lp , 
Thus A* can be considered as a direct summand of D" /(l-P)"'". The inductive 
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hypotheses yield that 
H”‘((B*)HIp) = 0 , for m = n,n + i,n -I- 2, 
fqpj = 0, form = rz,n + 1. 
Hence, for m = n,n + 1, 
H’“(A*) = 0 . 
The multiplication by p is an epimorphism on H’*((C*)“@) because 
A*= C*I(C*)“‘p = (id - T)C* 
and the restriction of N to (C*)” is equal to the operation by p- ow the 
assumption that H”,(K x K,G K(H, H, G,) /GO; M) is a p-group implies that this 
group vanishes. The vanishing of the groups of the form 
MZ(K x KiG K(H',H',G')IG';M), 
where G’ i GO or H # W’, follows from the inductive hypotheses. 0 
Corollary 3.13. Let G be a finite p-group and let H be a subgroup of G such that 
4(G)c H. Let n be a natural number. Suppose that, for m 2 n, 
H;( K(H’, H’, G), M) is a p-group whc?zever H C H’ c G. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent : 
(9 Hz(K x K,GKIH’,M)=O, whenevermrn, fi_H’cG, 
( ) ii H~(K(H’,H’,G),M)=O, whenevermzn, HcH’cG. 
Proof. The implication (i) + (ii) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 
3.12. The implication (ii) 3 (i) follows from Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 
2.15. cl 
Proposition 3.14. Suppose that, for every subgroup H of G and m 2 n, 
H”‘(KH, K’H; M(GIH)) = 0. 
Let G,, be an abelian p-subgroup of G If, for every subgroup H,, of G,, 
H;(K x K/o KI’H,, M) = 0 7 
M&enever n 5 m 5 n + 2$(G,/+(G,)), then, for m 2 n, 
H;(K x K,G K/G,, M) = 0. 
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Proof. From Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 2.11 we obtain that if 112 tz and 
+(C’) s N c G’ c 6, then W’,(K x K,G K(H, H, G’)/G’; M) is a p-group. 
Hence by Proposition 3.12, for m = n,n + 1, 
HW xKIG K(H,H, G')/G';M)=O. 
Now it is sufficient to apply Proposition 3.11 because flu, 0) = K(C;,, G,,. G(,). 0 
Examples 3.15. Let G be an elementary abehan p-group. 
(i) Suppose that, for every subgroup H of G, 
for m =Z n, and 
KxK x KIG KIH,M)=O, 
whenever n 5 m 5 n + 2$(G). Then, for m z-n and tb c G, 
H",(KH,K'H; M)=O=H;(KH,M). 
Indeed, by Proposition 1.3, Corollary 2.11 and Propositions 3. li and 3.12, if 
HcG’cG and m>n, then 
HE(Gx,. K(H,H,G);M)=O. 
Now it is sufficient to apply Proposition 2.13. 
(ii) We shall now consider Example 3.1O(ii) for G = (Z lp)? Suppose that 
H:(EF x EFIG EFIH,M)=O, 
whenever H C G and n (: m (: n + 2q. Then, for every H C G and m 1 n, 
H"d(EF(H),M)=O. 
If Hi is a maximal element of F, then EF( Hi) = E( GIHj) is a universal free 
G/H,-space. Hence, for m 2 n, 
H"'(GIH,, M(GIHj))=O* q 
We can now prove the next of the results stated in Section 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. We shall proceed by induction on $,( GJ and t 
4’JG,,lG”). Suppose that G, = G”. Then, by Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 2.11. 
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H;;(K x,,, K(H’, H’, G’); M) is a p-group, whenever H C H’ C G’C G,, and 
n + fJG’) s= 1~ (: n + 1 + 4$(G,,). Hence Proposition 3.12 yields that 
HyJK x k’!G K(H,H,G,,)I'G,,;M)=O. 
whenever +(Go) G H C Go and n + k”“(G,) 5 m C= n + 1 + 2$(G,). It follows 
from Proposition 2.13 that, if n + k”(G,) 5 m 5 t3 + 1 + 2f,,(G,,) - $,(li ‘:I’?) and 
+(G,) C H C H' C G,, then - 
H:(K 'KIG K(H,H',G,)/G,;iV)=O. 
Hence suppose that G, # G”. Let G’ be a maximal proper subgroup of G, such 
that G”c G’ and let 
Suppose that H = H', If d =8, then 
K(H,H,G,)= K(H,H,G') 
so we can apply the induction on $(G,). If H"E ~4 and H" is a normal subgroup 
of GO, then H"G"IH is an elementary abelian p-group and the induction on 
$(G,/G”) together with Proposition 3.1 yield the result. Suppose now that all 
elements of & are not normal subgroups of G,,. Then there is a short exact 
sequence of Z( G”)-module cochain complexes 
O-+C*(K(H,H,G&M)-+C*(K(H,H,G'); M) 
-+ @ C*(K(H,H",G,);M)-0. 
H”E.d 
One can easily check that, by Proposition 2.l(ii) and Lemma 2S(ii), 
( Hed C*WK H’: G,,); M))Gu . 
G" 
= 43 a3 
[H”]&dIG” [g]EG”iG”nNH” 
C*(K(H,gH"g-I, o ; G 1 M,) 
= @ C"(K(H, H", G,); M)G"nNH" 
[H”]EsJ/G” 
= @ 
[H”]E.d/G” 
c*(K(H, H”, G, n NH”); M)(G”nNH”)H” . 
The inductive hypotheses imply that 
H;(Kx ,!,K(H,H,G')IG";M)=@, 
whenever rz + E,(G,) - 15 m 5 n + 3 + 2e,(G,) and that 
HE(K xKIG’ K( H, H’: G,, n NH”) /(G” n NH”) H”; M) = 0 , 
whenever n + 4’,(GO) - 1: m 5 n + 2 + 2$(G,). Using the long exact sequence 
induced by the short exact sequence described above we obtain that if rr + 
&“(G,) 5 m 5 n + 3 + 24”(G,), then 
Hiw x KIG K(H, H, G,,)/G”; M) = 0. 
Thus the result is true for H = H’. We shall now apply the induction on 
$(H’IH). We may assume that H’ is a nornral subgroup of G, because 
K(H, H’, G,) = K(H, H’, Go n NH’). Hence the induction on [‘(GO) can be 
used in the case where GO n NH’ # G,,. To obtain the result it is sufficient to 
apply Corollary 2.9(ii). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Corollary 2.ll(ii) and Proposition 1.3 we obtain that 
the assumptions of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 are satisfied if GO is a p-subgroup of G’. 
Using these theorems we obtain that in this case 
H:(K x KIG K(H, H’, G,)/G”; M) = 0 f 
whenever #5( G’) c H C H’ C G” C G, C NH and m 2 n + $( G,). Thus if G b is a 
Sylow p-scngroup of G’ and H = H’ = G” = G, = Gi, then, for nz zz n, 
From Corollary 2.11 we have that, for m L. n, 
Now the result follows from Proposition 1.3. Cl 
In the case where G = G’ is a finite p-group we obtain the following speciaka- 
tion of Theorem 1.1: 
Proposition 3.16. Let G be a finite p-group. Suppose that, for every rubgroup H of 
G, 
0 i H”‘( K*, K’*; n/r) = 0 , for ~rz 1 TV ,
( 1 ii N:(K ‘K/G K/H, M) -- “;I. whenever n 5 m 5 n + i +4$(G). 
Then 
H”,(G x,,, K(H, H’, G); ik!) = 0, 
whenever tp(G”) C H c H’ c G”, NH = G and m L n + f,(G). 
Proof. This resuit follows immediately from Corollary 2.1. arid from the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 El 
Corollary 3.1 7. Let G be li jfm*t8 p-giwp and ki A Be Gii cki?lian gmp Suppose 
that n > $(G) and that, for every subgolcp H of G, 
0 i H”(K*, A) = 0 , ifn - e,(H)~m, 
(ii) /H,A)=O, ifn=aN=at+1ftJG). 
The11 
H”,(K(H, H’, G) W’; Aj = 0 f 
whenever 4( G”) c H c He C G” C NH = G md m 2 n + tp( G). 
Proof. It follows from assumption (i) and Corollary 2.1.1 that, for every H c G 
and m-~-r, 
Let A4 be the constant coefficient system such that, for every H C ii”, 
M(GIH) = A, and fur every morphism f of 0,, Af( f) = id,. Then, for every 
HCG, 
PI;pc x ~~~ KfH, M) = H’(KIH, A). 
Thz result is now a consequeq, : of Proposi:ion 3.16. Cl 
We shall now prove the last result from Section 1. 
f of Corollary 1.2. If G is a fnite p-group, then CorollaAT 3.7 implies 
Corollary 1.2, because (K, 8) = K/” p, G, G). if G is an arbitrary finite group, 
then the result follows from Propositions 1.3 and 2.12. Cl 
We end tFlis section with ahe following observations: 
Remark 3.18. Most of the results of this paper can be generalized to the case 
where M is a loca! coefficient system on K defined m 11, Chapter I, 51. The proofs 
remain the same. 
emark 3.19. One can consider the singular version of Bredon cohomology 
defined on the category of topological G-spaces. Using this cohomology theory, 
which was described by Br&ker in [2], one can state and prove the results 
analogous to the results of this paper. 
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